
Trusted Surface Solutions
Depend on Osborn for all of your polishing needs
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UNIQUE + REPUTABLE CAPABILITIES

Honest experts providing  
trusted solutions.
Since 1887, we have grown to become the world’s 
largest surface treatment and finishing provider. We’re 
dedicated to offering the very best—a standard to which 
we hold ourselves and the aspiration we reserve for our 
diverse customer base. Osborn helps you Finish. First.

Products for every application.
Osborn has the broadest selection of buffs, compounds 
and chemicals in the industry.  Osborn will develop 
custom solutions for particular applications when 
standard products cannot meet the demands

Continued innovation.
Product development focused upon customer 
applications. This applies to new products, continuous 
improvement, and process control.

Leading combination.
The combination of long lasting Osborn buffs and 
economical compounds provide excellent results and 
fewer rejects. Our liquid compounds are the most stable 
in the business due to unique methods of manufacturing. 
Our compounds are made using the highest quality 
minerals, sized within a very limited range, to ensure 
no unexpected lines or scratches on a given surface. 
They adhere perfectly to Osborn buffs for a clean and 
economical process. Let our experts show you how to 
achieve the lowest cost per part!

Osborn polishing solutions are perfect for any 
application. From aluminum to stainless steel. From 
titanium to polymers. Compound and buffs are paired to 
provide a perfect combination.

Highest Quality
Tightest standards and 
controls for compound 
formulations providing 
consistency and repeatability.

Finest Quality Cloths
Mill-treated cloth manufactured 
to the exact Osborn 
specification.

Perfect Balance
Osborn buffs are balanced for 
perfect concentricity.

Consistency Every Time
All cloths used by Osborn are subject 
to stringent quality control procedures 
to ensure exactly the same quality 
every time (particular important for 
robotic operations running 24/7).

Available in Multiple Sizes
Osborn buffs are available in 
metric and imperial sizes.

Designed for All Applications
Osborn perfectly attuned buffs 
and compounds for manual and 
automatic operations.
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130+
years of 
experience

High Performance Buffs 
Finest quality cloths and 
construction techniques for 
buffing solutions. Superior buff 
treatments for repeatability 
and performance.

Local Inventories
Osborn serves 120 countries 
around the world. North 
American, European, and 
Asian manufacturing assures 
product availability and 
prompt delivery.
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